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Got a character you just can’t seem to�
get rid of? You needn’t let the writers of�
HBO’s�Six Feet Under�have all the fun when�
it comes to scripting a creative demise.�

Truth is often stranger than fiction, and�
the truth is there are many more creative --�
and proven -- ways to kill off a character than�
the standard guns, knives and poisons.�
Consider these actual statistics, recently�
compiled by�Maxim�magazine from a variety�
of insurance, consumer safety and medical�
sources:�

• In the U.S., an average of 73 people are�
killed each year when struck by lightning.�
 • Between 1990-2000, 11 people  were�
killed from bouncing on trampolines.�
 • Falls from ladders kill an average of 300�
people per year.�
 • In 2001, 547 people were somehow�
killed by tipping vending machines.�
 • Also in 2001, 2,733 people perished in�
elevator mishaps. But beware:�Six Feet Under�
just used that method in its season finale.�

Lucky Crow flying high�
 Kerry David's journey from�
industry newcomer to Holly-�
wood power player was�
anything but typical.�
 The English-born David�
completed her schooling, then�
traveled throughout Europe�
and Australia, before settling�
for what was supposed to be a�
brief stay in Los Angeles.�
 There, she took a gig as�
lead singer for an all-female�
rock band (The Rebel Pebbles)�
that played local colleges and�
some of the more famous�
haunts along the Sunset Strip.�
 She also delved into acting�
for a bit, before deciding the�
uncertain world of auditioning�
for work wasn’t for her.�

 After those experiences,�
David settled into the more�
sedate world of working in the�
business affairs department at�
Paramount Pictures. A mutual�
friend introduced David to�
soon-to-be-superstar actress�
Nicole Kidman, who made�
David three separate job offers�
before she finally accepted.�
 David spent three years�
traveling the world with�
Kidman and Tom Cruise, as�

the husband-wife team worked�
together and separately on�
such films as�Portrait of a�
Lady, Practical Magic, The�
Peacemaker, Mission: Impos-�
sible II�, and Stanley Kubrick's�
Eyes Wide Shut�.�
 David's passion for the film�
industry stemmed from a�
simple desire. "I always�
wanted to tell stories," she�
said. At Paramount, David�
explained, "I learned the�
contract side and business side�
of filmmaking." And the�
months spent on location and�
on-set with Kidman and Cruise�
gave David the chance to learn�
"the love and the art of film�
from the other side."�

Character assassination�

Producer,�
Lucky Crow�
Films�



  "When I left Tom and Nicole, I�
felt prepared to produce anything,"�
David said. "It was a natural�
progression for me to start my own�
company."�
 Her company now is Lucky Crow�
Films, named for an injured bird�
David found in her backyard that�
was saved from a broken wing at a�
local sanctuary. The good karma�
from saving that bird paid off when�
Lucky Crow's first project became�
the teen hit�Agent Cody Banks�,�
starring Frankie Muniz.�
 Lucky Crow has produced a�
successful Banks sequel for MGM,�
as well as the TV film�Perfect�
Romance� for Lifetime, and the�
upcoming�My Date With Drew�,�
slated for nationwide release in�
January. Already a hit on the festival�
circuit,�My Date With Drew� was�
shot on digital video for about�
$1,100 and is now being edited and�
transferred to film for its theatrical�
release.�
 If that weren't enough, David�
and John Gunn also have partnered�

to create�www.indieproducer.net�,�
an on-line film community that has�
spawned a well-regarded screen-�
writers contest, a short-film com-�
petition and annual awards gala in�
Hollywood. The deadline for this�
year's screenwriters contest is Nov.�
15.�
 David will be the guest speaker�
at DSA's Oct. 22 meeting at The�
Stoneleigh hotel, and will hear�
pitches from pre-registered DSA�
members the following day. But first,�
she shared these thoughts with�
Features� editor Ken Daley:�

Q:�What do you consider your�
biggest success story as a producer?�

David:�I would say it’s the�
movie I’m working on right now,�
My Date With Drew.�That would be,�
without a doubt, the most enjoyable�
movie experience I’ve ever had. It�
was made purely through dedication�
and love of a project, and just�
enjoying the people you’re making�
that movie with. We have overcome�
such insurmountable odds to get to�
where we are with this movie. It’s�
been such a roller coaster, and such�

a testament to our belief in this film,�
in each other, in the movie industry�
and in what people want to see. I’m�
the most proud of this movie and�
I’m very excited for its release in�
January.�

Q: How about�a particularly�
nightmarish producer’s experience?�

David:�There’s many. There’s�
more of those, and that’s the norm in�
this industry. But every horror story�
brings with it a learning curve.�
Often, at the time, you just go�
through it and you’re miserable and�
hating it. But, on the other side of it,�
you can generally see where you�
were at fault, how you have to�
change, how you don’t go into the�
next project with that same set of�
ideals. So, for me, I don’t look at it�
negatively so much as I look at it as�
a lesson learned.�

Q:�What kind of material is�
Lucky Crow interested in?�

David:�Right now, we have a�
full slate. There are so many�
producers out there who just feel�
like the more projects they have, the�

Growing up in Houston, Kent�
Kubena’s father worked for the space�
program and Kent readily admits he�
was a Star Wars kid, writing scripts�
at age 10 and shooting his own Super�
8mm films by age 12. After fifty�
short films and high school, he�
enrolled in a new film school,�
sponsored by Greer Garson, at The�
College of Santa Fe. In his freshman�
year, he finagled a P.A. job on City�
Slickers and in his senior year, he�
was picked to shoot documentary�
footage for Kevin Costner’s�Wyatt�
Earp�. He also got to meet one of his�
screenwriting heroes, Lawrence�
Kasdan, during the filming.�
 After college, and a brief stint�
running his own videofilm company,�

Kent packed his reel and three scripts�
to Los Angeles where he supported�
himself with a number of menial�
temp assignments and waited for his�
big break. It came in a small way�
when he landed a full-time job as an�
assistant to Patrick Whitesell at�
Creative Artists Agency (CAA) and�
learned the business side of�

filmmaking, something which they�
never taught him in film school. It�
was also at CAA that he met a couple�
guys named Matt Damon and Ben�
Affleck.�
 Matt and Ben eventually�
convinced Kent to leave CAA and�
join their new production company.�
Kent helped pitched the�Project�
Greenlight� concept to Damon and�
Affleck and they pitched it to�
Miramax, where they had a first-look�
deal. Miramax liked the idea and set�
up the project with HBO. Kent was�
pleased to announce that in the first�
year of�Project Greenlight�, the top 30�
writers all secured representation.�

Kubena shares his story with DSA�



better chance they have of getting�
something set up. But we’re very spe-�
cific about what we take on board.�
We have to love it, we have to believe�
in it, it has to be something that we�
think we can set up. Otherwise, we’re�
wasting our time, too. But even�
though we’re not always looking for�
scripts, when they come in, we will�
always read them and give them a fair�
chance.�

Q:�What was the idea behind cre-�
ating www.indieproducer.net?�

David:�I started it specifically for�
writers who were not in the industry.�
I wanted to, basically like in�The Wiz-�
ard of Oz�, sort of let down that veil�
and see what’s behind the curtain, as�
it were. Because it’s so difficult to get�
into this industry, even if you live in�
L.A. I can only imagine how difficult�
it would be outside of L.A.�
 The genesis was to extend a hand�
to filmmakers outside of the industry�
right now looking to get in. And I�
thought a screenwriting contest was a�
great way for me to have access to�
scripts from all over the world that�
were not necessarily represented by�
agents or getting out there. I am a�
working producer. Throughout the�
contest, I have 40 readers who wade�
through the scripts as they come in�
(about 1,000 scripts were entered last�
year), and we take notes about what�
screenplays are of note. Then, after�
the contest, even if they may not win,�
we can go back and read the screen-�
plays and see if there is something�
Lucky Crow wants to bring in (under�
option). I also now have a short-film�
contest for the same reason, to help�
directors and producers break into the�
industry.�

Q:�What advice would you have�
for new writers trying to establish�
themselves with a first script?�
 David:�My advice would be to do�
as much research as you can about�
where you’re submitting your screen-�
plays, because there are production�

companies who look for specific�
things. Don’t send your romantic�
comedy to a company that specializes�
in horror films. You’ll waste your�
time, you’ll be sad because they’re�
not getting back to you and they’re�

just not looking for that kind of mate-�
rial. So, be very specific about what�
you send in.�
 Also, say you have a project�
that’s about ducks, but your best proj-�
ect is about soldiers. And someone�
says, “Well, we’re really looking for�
a project about ducks.” And you’re�
thinking, “I really want to get my�
soldier project out, but, OK, they�
want ducks, I’ll send them this.” It’s�
a bad idea. Because if they don’t like�
your screenplay, or they don’t like�
your writing, they’re not going to�
come back to you.�
 It’s better if you send them your�
screenplay about soldiers and say,�
“This is about soldiers, but it’s a sam-�
ple of my writing and I’m working on�
a project about ducks.” That way, if�
they like your writing, they’ll say,�
“Yeah, please send it in when it’s�
ready.”�
 Writers always seem to want to�
rush whatever they’re working on,�
because they hear a producer is look-�
ing for something. But it’s far more�
important to take your time and hand�
in a completed screenplay than to�
hand something in because it’s sub-�
ject matter that you have that they�
want. Because if it’s bad writing, it’s�
bad writing. Take the time to finish�
your screenplay until�you� think it’s�
perfect.�

Q:�Do you have preferred genres�
for the contest?�

David:�I don’t respond well to�
those comedies that are like�American�
Pie.�Not interested at all. Just because�
it’s something I might go and see, it�
isn’t a story I want to tell. But I love�
stories that have a great heart to them.�
And it can be funny, just not slap-�

stick, over-the-top funny. That’s just�
not something I do well at. I love�
really good, well-written dramas. But�
what I’m really looking for, which I�
think everyone is looking for, is an�
incredibly well-written thriller.�
Something that you don’t guess by�
Page 5. It’s so sad, to me, to read�
these scripts that have such promise,�
and then in the third act it just all falls�
apart.�
 If the writing is good enough,�
then I’m not about the genre. But if�
it’s something I could choose, I love�
children’s stories and would love to�
bring in a children’s story. And a�
romantic comedy, if it’s clever.�

Q:�What do you like to see and�
hear in a story pitch?�

David:�I feel it’s such an awk-�
ward place for a writer to be, and my�
heart goes out to writers that have to�
pitch, because it’s not what they’re�
good at, usually. They’re not neces-�
sarily extroverts, so they have my�
empathy when they walk in the room.�
 So, I would say, just accept that�
you’re going to be nervous. Be as�
engaging as you can about your char-�
acter, because you’re introducing me�
to a world that I don’t know. And you�
need to bring me in and set that world�
up for me. If I’m sitting there, pon-�
dering over a certain aspect of your�
screenplay that’s a minutiae, then�
you’re not doing your script a service.�
 Look at this as your one chance to�
introduce somebody else to a world�
that you have spent a long time creat-�
ing, and then engage me. That’s all I�
ask. Know that it’s an unnatural situ-�
ation, so it’s OK to be nervous.�



So you’ve got your checklist. You’ve�
written several scripts, and they are as�
good as you can make them. You’ve done�
your research.�

Now what? Now you pitch that pup-�
py.�

There are probably several questions�
still in your mind. Who should I pitch to?�
Which script would be best?  Where can I�
do something like this?�

Let’s just run down some of the ba-�
sics.�

Who:� Anyone who will listen.�
Agents, producers, directors, assistants to�
these folks – anyone who wants to make a�
movie is looking for the perfect script.�
After all, who wants to produce a “just�
okay” film? Everyone, from the head of�
the studio down to the brand new intern�
reader, wants to find the next great script�
to hit Hollywood. They all hope and pray�
that what you’re bringing them will break�
box office records. They also fear endur-�
ing tired old rehashes from relentless yet�
untalented hacks.�

You have three seconds to convince�
them which one you are. Go.�

Where:� It really doesn’t matter�
where you pitch your script, as long as you�
meet a few basic criteria. The person you�
are pitching to must feel comfortable deal-�
ing with you, so don’t corner them in the�

restroom stall. Don’t show up in their�
backyard uninvited, especially if you’ve�
had to tamper with security devices. There�
is a thin line between a pitching opportu-�
nity and criminal trespass. Pitch, don’t�
stalk.�

Use your best judgment. Treat your�
target with respect, dignity, and a well-�
rehearsed pitch. With that approach, you�
can pitch anywhere -- an elevator, a restau-�
rant bar, an airline cabin. Wherever you�
can engage their attention and share your�
enthusiasm for your story, there you can�
convince them to read it.�

What:� Perhaps your favorite script�
isn’t what they’re looking for. Have sev-�
eral pitches prepared. If you know what�
this producer prefers, or what that agent�
sells best, you’ll know if it’s worth your�
time to even consider them. If they say no,�
stop that pitch immediately and be ready�

to show them what else you have. Listen�
to their questions. Know your story so�
thoroughly that you can tell it in 10 min-�
utes, five minutes, three paragraphs or one�
sentence.�

When:� The people who make mov-�
ies don’t have a lot of time. If you get their�
attention, don’t squander it. You never�
know when that 15-minute window will�
open up, so be ready. Practice on your�
friends, your relatives, your mirror and�
your dog. The moment when you need to�
pitch may very well be Any Second Now.�
Be prepared.�

Two “whens” are quite near. Oppor-�
tunities include the Austin Film Festival�
(Oct. 14-21, www.austinfilmfestival.com)�
and Oct. 23 with this month’s guest speak-�
er, producer Kerry David of Lucky Crow�
Films (see Ken Daley’s interview, Page 1).�
She  will take five-minute pitches from�
pre-registered DSA members from 1-4�
p.m..�

How:� Your DSA Board will present�
a Pitch Class on Saturday, Oct.  9, from�
9-11 a.m. (see Industry Buzz, Page 8, for�
details).�

Remember, no matter how well�
you’ve written your script, you have to�
talk about it with that same passion, deter-�
mination, and talent that you used to create�
it. It’s the only way anyone will know.�

Can your pitch be a strike?�

 After the success of Project Greenlight,�
Kent went on a six-month creative sabbatical�
(creative-speak for “unemployed”) and then�
briefly went to work for Dennis Dugan, an�
actor-director whose deal with Sony lasted�
almost as long as his role playing Captain�
Freedom on�Hill Street Blues�.�
 In February, Kent was asked to join�
2929 Productions, which concentrates on�
making feature films with global appeal and�
budgets ranging from $7 million to $25 mil-�
lion. 2929 has a very small staff and is inun-�
dated with material because everyone wants�
to submit to billionaires Mark Cuban and�
Todd Wagner. By necessity, the company�
typically only accepts submissions from�
agents, managers, or from producers with�
whom they already have a professional rela-�
tionship. It can be an advantage that 2929�

doesn’t have a first-look deal with a studio�
because 2929 is more likely to actually make�
the picture while the studio system takes�
longer and often fails to push projects into�
production. Kent is very excited about� 342�,�
a thriller he helped bring to the company.�
 Within the 2929 Entertainment umbrel-�
la, Wagner is more involved with features�
and Cuban is more interested in the High-�
Definition (HD) markets, including two HD�
networks, and making HD movies costing�
between $1 million and $2 million and�
scheduled for simultaneous release on DVD,�
HDNET cable, and through the Landmark�
theater chain. Then, there’s also that�Bene-�
factor� gig…�

A typical day for Kent begins with a�
bowl of Grape-Nuts and includes reading the�
trades,  searching a variety of industry-re-�
lated websites, and checking the box office�
results to see how much money a particular�
movie has made. In addition to answering�

phones, e-mails, and reading scripts�
throughout the day, Kent usually likes to go�
out for dinner or drinks and reads another�
two or three scripts at night.�
 Kent brought a handout for the DSA�
members attending the meeting. The hand-�
out listed many of the best resources for�
getting industry information and a sample of�
a coverage report so that writers can see how�
Hollywood readers grade scripts. He cau-�
tioned writers to register and copyright their�
work and to beware of the numerous scams�
and shady companies that offer access to the�
industry which exists only in the schemes of�
the advertisement. He also advised that “you�
can make your own movie, but you should�
always have a gimmick or marketing hook.”�
 As for Kent’s future, he’s very excited�
about� 342�, a political thriller he helped bring�
to the company. Beyond that, well as they�
say used to say in the space program, “It’s�
looking up!”�



from the�

Professional script reader Nicole Berger is often the front line of defense an aspiring writer must overcome to advance in�
many screenwriting competitions. Berger reads for several contests, including Slamdance and Final Draft’s Big Break.�
She recently shared these thought on how to get “bumped up” to the judges, with Final Draft’s newsletter:�

1. Don’t give a reader a reason to put your script down:�The little details are huge, especially in the opening sequence.�
Keep in mind that when a reader bumps up a script, it must be excellent on every level. Otherwise, the reader looks bad. A�
riveting story and brilliant dialogue are not enough to forgive typos and grammatical errors.�

2. Stage direction or action/narration:�Writing good stage direction is harder than it seems. The key is to be as clear, yet as�
brief as possible. Make sure to visualize what you are describing. Huge blocks of action will turn a reader off, especially in�
the first few pages when we haven’t yet become emotionally invested in the story. Break it up.�

3. Shorten the monologues:�Nothing is more daunting to a reader than a monologue-filled page with no visuals. In addition,�
readers are advised not to turn in scripts which read like stage plays; long monologues are the earmarks of a theater production.�
If speeches are necessary, break them up with stage direction.�

4. Plot structure:�Let the story begin! Readers have hundreds of scripts on their plate. If a story doesn’t seem to be developing�
by the 10th or 12th page, it gets tiresome.�

5. Know why the story is starting now:�And not ten minutes from now, or ten years ago. Some event must occur that sets�
the character(s) in a new direction. Unlike production company analysts, festival readers are not expected to write a three-page�
commentary. So, if the plot doesn’t come through in the opening sequences, the rest of the script won’t be read thoroughly.�

LINK OF THE MONTH�
 One of the most helpful websites�
any screenwriter could discover is the�
treasure trove of information and�
advice found at Terry Rossio and Ted�
Elliott’s outstanding “Wordplay.”�
 The site has not been frequently�
updated (these two have been a bit�
tied up scripting such blockbusters as�
Shrek�,�Shrek 2�,�Pirates of the�
Caribbean: Curse of the Black Pearl�
and now the upcoming�Pirates�
sequel). But it is worth any writer’s�
time to visit the site’s archive of�
insider columns. Once compiled, these�
essays equal or surpass just about any�
screenwriting how-to book at your�
local Barnes & Noble.�
 Make it a point to spend some time�
at� www.wordplayer.com.�

Roanoke�
Director of Quality and�

Customer Support, Worksoft Software�
Photography, painting,�

watching movies�
North By Northwest,�

The Shawshank Redemption, Road To�
Perdition�

Ferris Bueller’s�
Day Off�

The Sopranos, Sex�
and the City, Friends�

The Apprentice�
To get the first�

script finished and several more start-�
ed. I’m taking a UCLA class starting in�
October.�

Just do�
it.�

A�
brilliant teenage troublemaker be-�
comes a small-town dirt track racing�
legend.�



1992� Penny Marshall� Kim Wilson & Kelly Candaele�
(story), Lowell Ganz &�
Babaloo Mandel (screenplay)�

Tom Hanks, Geena Davis, Madonna� $107,533,928�

2002� John Lee Hancock� Mike Rich� Dennis Quaid, Rachel Griffiths, Brian�
Cox�

$75,600,072�

1989� Phil Alden Robinson� Phil Alden Robinson (adapted�
from W.P. Kinsella’s novel)�

Kevin Costner, James Earl Jones, Burt�
Lancaster�

$64,431,625�

1993� Daniel Stern� Sam Harper� Thomas Ian Nicholas, Gary Busey� $53,615,089�

1988� Ron Shelton� Ron Shelton� Kevin Costner, Susan Sarandon, Tim�
Robbins�

$50,888,729�

1994� William Dear� Dorothy Kinsley & George�
Wells and Holly Goldberg�
Sloan�

Danny Glover, Brenda Fricker, Tony�
Danza�

$50,236,831�

1989� David S. Ward� David S. Ward� Tom Berenger, Charlie Sheen, Corbin�
Bernsen�

$49,797,148�

1984� Barry Levinson� Roger Towne and Phil�
Dusenberry (adapted from�
Bernard Malamud’s novel)�

Robert Redford, Robert Duvall, Glenn�
Close�

$47,951,979�

2001� Brian Robbins� John Gatins (adapted from�
Daniel Coyle’s book))�

Keanu Reeves, Diane Lane� $40,222,729�

1999� Sam Raimi� Dana Stevens (adapted from�
Michael Shaara’s novel)�

Kevin Costner, Kelly Preston, John C.�
Reilly�

$35,188,640�

Sources:�Box Office Mojo, IMDB�

Halloween continues to fall in October every year, making the month a fertile�
dumping ground for studios’ horror releases. But October also is when the World�
Series in contested, giving us cause to look this month at the 10 highest-grossing�
baseball films of all time:�



 P�romised a rose garden ... and,�
boy, was it delivered.�
 Recently, a friend invited me attend�
the inaugural gathering of a music ap-�
preciation society for the under-50�
crowd at the new Walt Disney Concert�
Hall. Well, who’s going to say no to an�
invite like that? Only people over 50.�
 My friend and I took off on our�
adventure together during L.A.’s rush�
hour (essentially, 5 a.m. to about 2 a.m.).�
Since there had to be an event at the�
Hollywood Bowl that night (it’s rare�
during spring, summer and fall when�
there isn’t one), the drive through the�
Cahuenga Pass along Highway 101 be-�
came a challenge. After battling SUVs�
and monster Hummers, we finally ar-�
rived downtown and promptly found a�
parking spot, which later earned us a�
ticket, due to its convenience and empti-�
ness. (Parking Rule No. 1: Never park�
somewhere convenient. There has to be�
a trick).�
 But our mood was light, since the�
parking ticket was only to be discovered�
later. We walked the half-block to Frank�
Gehry’s design wonder and L.A.’s new�
home of the Los Angeles Philharmonic�
and the Los Angeles Master Chorale.�
The walls, like polished silver flames,�
shimmered in the light of the full moon�
and lit the way.�
 Once inside the airy lobby, we were�
directed up the escalator and encoun-�
tered a loud, floral carpet at the top.�
Thank God I had my earplugs. Ushers�
invited us to view the interior of the hall,�
which lucky for us did not have a con-�
cert scheduled for that evening.�
 The flamelike feeling of the outside�
carries through to the inside. A massive�
organ containing 6,100 pipes, some of�
which seem to burst from the walls,�
serves as the focal point of the room.�
 In addition, the state-of-the-art�
acoustical design features a curved�
wooden ceiling that undulates like ocean�
waves down the center of the room. The�
only discordant element comes when�

one realizes that the upholstery on the�
seats matches the carpeting.�
 After our mini-tour, at last it was�
time to enter the rose garden. The first�
thing we saw when we walked outside�
was an enchanting blue-and-white Delft�
china fountain. It’s probably 15-feet�
across, patterned after a rose and deco-�
rated with broken pottery bits that have�
been pieced together as a lovely mosaic.�
The open lower petals hold small pools�
of water, tinged glacier blue by the sur-�
rounding china.�
 Tables of wine and hors d'oeuvres�
had been set up around the intimate pa-�
tio, which buzzed with life. My friend�

bumped into a person she had known a�
decade before, along with his friend,�
Ethan. Small world. Ethan turned out to�
be a sound designer who was stopping in�
L.A. on his way to an eight-month job in�
New Zealand to work with Peter Jack-�
son on King Kong. He also has credits�
on The Lord of the Rings. So cool.�
 After a few minutes of networking,�
we were escorted to an outdoor concert�
area where we were treated to a mini-�
piano recital, followed by a serenade�

from a 17-year-old Broadway-bound kid�
with jaw-dropping talent, and a folk�
singer who lulled us with her smoky�
sounds.�
 More networking followed all of�
this. I was ready to join the club – until I�
found about the $250 fee. Well, that put�
a damper on those dreams, but I enjoyed�
the evening thoroughly nonetheless.�
 Next time you’re in L.A., make a�
plan to see the Walt Disney Concert Hall�
for yourself. Until then, discover some�
of its delights on the web by visiting�
www.musiccenter.org.�
 And remember, if someone prom-�
ises you a rose garden -- Believe!�

L.A. finds its own Garden state�
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DSA meeting at the Stoneleigh�
This month’s DSA meeting will be Friday,�

Oct. 22, at the Stoneleigh Hotel (2927 Maple�
Ave., corner Maple and Wolf St. in Uptown�
Dallas).�

The meeting begins at 7 p.m. and our�
guest speaker will be producer Kerry David of�
Lucky Crow Films. Her resume includes a stint�
on the business side of Paramount Pictures,�
three years working for Nicole Kidman and�
Tom Cruise, and producing credits on such�
films as�Agent Cody Banks�,�Agent Cody Banks�
2: Destination London�, and the upcoming�My�
Date With Drew� (see story, page 1).�

Learn the art of pitching�
DSA will present a seminar on the art of�

pitching your screenplay or film idea, with the�
bonus opportunity to make a five-minute pitch�
two weeks later to visiting Hollywood producer�
Kerry David of Lucky Crow Films.�
 The class will be Saturday, Oct. 9, from�
9-11 a.m. It will be held in the Activities Center�
building of the AMLI North Dallas apartments�
complex (18777 Midway Rd., Dallas). Only 30�
slots are available, so be sure to register early.�
Fee for the Oct. 9 class and a reserved pitch slot�
on Oct. 23 (1-4 p.m.) will be $25.�
 If any pitch slots remain unfilled for Oct.�
23, DSA members in good standing (i.e., dues�
paid) can reserve them while available for $15.�
 David’s company is mostly interested in�
intelligent thrillers or clever romantic comedies,�
high-concept action-adventure or highly�
original children’s stories. She said she�
generally has little interest in horror or broad,�
slapstick comedies in the vein of�American Pie�.�

BOAS class set for Oct. 23�
The next installment of DSA’s “Birth of a�

Script” program will be Oct. 23 from 9-11 a.m.,�
at the Activities Center clubhouse of the AMLI�
North Dallas apartments (18777 Midway Rd.,�
Dallas, just south of the George Bush tollway).�
Entrance to the complex is two driveways south�
of the junction of Midway and Rosemeade. The�
classroom is on the south side of the second�
driveway. Students and guests should park in�
uncovered�spaces only.�
 Students should bring a 10-page sample of�
their script, with enough highlighted copies for�
all parts. Phil Harrington will be rounding up a�
group of talented local actors to perform the�
scenes, and script critiques will follow. Class�

fee is $10 for DSA members, $15 for non-�
members.�
DSA scene readings Oct. 12�

On the second Tuesday of each month�
(Oct. 12 this month), the DSA stages scene�
readings of members’ work performed by a�
talented group of local actors. This free service�
for DSA members is an invaluable opportunity�
to hear how the dialogue and pacing in your�
script is working.�
 The readings are at Half-Price Books at�
5803 E. Northwest Hwy. in Dallas (Northwest�
Highway near Central Expressway). Come just�
to listen at 7 p.m., or check in up to 10 pages of�
your own script at 6 p.m. Bring enough high-�
lighted copies to cast a narrator and all speaking�
roles.�

Screenwriters poker nights�
Play no-limit Texas Hold ‘Em with fellow�

screenwriters! This month’s games are�
tentatively scheduled for�Saturday Oct. 9 at 6�
p.m.�and�Friday, Oct. 29 at 7 p.m.� Seat�
reservations are first-come, to a maximum of 12�
players. Dinner buffet and refreshments are�
included in your buy-in. To join, sign up at the�
registration table at the next DSA meeting or�
e-mail ken_daley@hotmail.com. Details will�
come in your e-mailed invitation!�

Screenwriting Expo 3 is near�
Estimates are that 70,000 screenplays will�

be written this year, and only 3 percent of them�
will receive any serious attention in Hollywood.�
But more than 1,000 agents, managers,�
development executives and their assistants�
have been invited to attend the third annual�
Screenwriting Expo, Nov. 5-7, at the Los�
Angeles Convention Center.�
 William Goldman and Robert McKee are�
among the scheduled speakers. A three-day�
pass is $59.95, and registering before Oct. 15�
will also get you a free one-year subscription to�
Creative Screenwriting�magazine.�
 Details and registration forms are�
available at www.screenwritingexpo.com.�

Fade In� contest deadline close�
Fade In�magazine’s screenplay contest�

deadline is Oct. 30 ($40 entry fee). Prizes are�
offered in five categories (comedy, action-�
adventure, thriller, drama, film noir) and two�
formats (features, shorts). Find details at�
www.fadeinonline.com.�


